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Insurance Companies?
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The attack on the World Trade Center (WTC) had a serious double impact on insurance
companies, revealing a signi®cant correlation between the asset and liability sides of their
balance sheets. Insurance companies that previously considered themselves well capitalized,
suddenly felt vulnerable to simultaneous shocks to their risk-absorbing capital. The
unprecedented simultaneous shock challenges the previous investment assumption of P/C
insurers that there is no major relation between underwriting and investment risks. The
direct and indirect impact of WTC on the investment policy is threefold. First, the stronger
correlation between underwriting and investment risks implies a lower overall investment
risk absorption capacity. Second, an active or index-based investment attitude should be
augmented by a more elaborated ALM-based counterparty risk controlling. Third, the
general `̀ risk appetite'' of P/C insurers must be reviewed. All in all, a deeper knowledge
and better understanding of the underwritten risk structure is necessary to derive an
optimal investment policy.

1. Introduction

The dramatic events of 11 September 2001 were far beyond the insurance industry's
usual range of experience. Besides the human tragedy, there is no doubt that the economic
costs relating to the destruction of the Word Trade Center (WTC) in New York will rank the
tragedy as one of the worst ever catastrophes to hit the industry. The current top±down
estimates of analysts will signi®cantly surpass the previous largest catastrophes such as
Hurricane Andrew and the Northridge earthquake in Los Angeles (see Table 1).

As with most catastrophic events, from a ®nancial perspective the focus during the
tragedy has been primarily on the impact on the liability side of the balance sheet. Companies
have repeatedly revised their estimated underwriting losses and bottom±up assessments are
still below top±down assessments of industry analysts. Of similar importance, however, is the
impact on the investment side for the insurance industry. The sharp decline of equity markets
has dramatically reduced the value of companies' reserves and has raised concerns about the
overall strength of many European insurers' balance sheets.

The unprecedented simultaneous shock on both the asset and liability sides has shown a
degree of correlation between investment and underwriting risks that was previously
unrecognized. This challenges current investment procedures in the P/C insurance industry.
It is common knowledge that insurers face risks derived from the assets they hold, their
liabilities and the relationship between the two. However, P/C insurance companies have
often determined their optimal investment portfolios subject to maximum risk levels and the
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assumption of marginal correlation between risks of underwriting and investments rather than
modelling a correlation of risks in detail. As a consequence, a systematic asset liability
management (ALM) has not played a key role in structuring investment portfolios so far.

The purpose of this article is to review the investment procedure of P/C insurance
companies in light of the WTC attack and to illustrate the potential implications resulting
from a correlation of underwriting and investment risks. Although it is used as a starting point
for the portfolio construction, the article will not explore a systematic ALM in detail. Rather it
will focus on excessive cumulative underwriting and investment risk positions.

The article is structured in the following way. The second section gives a general
overview of the overall impact of the WTC event on the insurance market and touches upon
the simultaneous shock on the investment and underwriting side prefacing the challenge of a
potential correlation of investment and underwriting risks. Section 3 illustrates the current
investment approach of P/C insurers and addresses shortcomings of the previous method-
ology before suggesting principles for a different investment process. The article concludes
with a brief summary of the key ®ndings.

2. General impact of the WTC attack on the insurance industry

The WTC event will result in the largest ever insurance pay-out. Table 1 shows the
expected amount of losses of U.S.$ 40 bn is approximately twice the size of losses incurred
during the Hurricane Andrew in 1992 ± the largest catastrophic event in the insurance market
before WTC. Almost all major insurance and reinsurance companies are affected by the
attack. Although the damages will be spread over the whole industry, it is clear that solvency
has come under pressure at some groups. Several major players are already downgraded from
the rating agencies (e.g. Lloyds was downgraded by S&P form A� to A) or are currently under
review.

It is fair to say that the stability of the industry in general will not be threatened and the
estimated losses will not severely reduce the overall capacity in the market. Insurance
companies as organizations whose business is to absorb risk ultimately exist to make
payments in the event of claims. At the same time, the diminished capacity will presumably
boost rates in a broad range of insurance classes. Unlike previous signi®cant catastrophes,
where natural hazards mainly affected (personal) property, the terrorist attacks of September

Table 1:
Major (man-made or natural) catastrophes in the insurance market

Event Year Location Insured loss�

World Trade Center 2001 New York, U.S. U.S.$ 40.0 bn��
Hurricane Andrew 1992 Florida, U.S. U.S.$ 19.6 bn
Northridge earthquake 1994 Los Angeles, U.S. U.S.$ 16.3 bn
Typhoon Mireille 1991 Japan U.S.$ 7.1 bn
Great Hanshin earthquake 1995 Kobe, Japan U.S.$ 2.8 bn

� at 2000 prices �� estimated
Source: Swiss Re, Goldman Sachs.
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11 will have a long tail effect on a variety of insurance classes (property damage, aviation
liability, business interruption, life liability). As a consequence, the already hardened P/C
rates will continue to rise due to an increased demand in all affected business lines. As terrorist
attacks unlike natural disasters may be frequent and incalculable, government intervention
might also be required to this end in order to solve otherwise `̀ uninsurable risks'' (e.g. in the
airline industry).

Given the enormous total claims, the focus during the tragedy has been mainly on the
underwriting losses. Yet the impact on the investments caused by falling equity markets is
likely to be of similar relevance. The international equity markets instantly dropped after the
news of the WTC terrorist attack and the MSCI World Index lost more than 12 per cent within
the ®rst two weeks of the disaster, with the airline and insurance industries suffering most.

In contrast to the natural catastrophes that had previously hit the industry, the WTC
attack apparently had a serious double impact on insurance companies squeezing both the
asset and liability side of the balance sheet. The Kobe earthquake, for instance, one of the last
major catastrophic events, mainly impacted the Japan insurance market, as international
players only covered reinsurance with high attachment points. Likewise, only the Nikkei
index was heavily affected whereas the international equity markets did not tumble. The
destruction of value in the equity markets after September 11, however, dramatically reduced
the balance sheets of insurance companies heavily geared towards equities. According to
Goldman Sachs (2001), the European insurance stocks lost an estimated A25 billion in
embedded value as the stock markets declined. The market value of asset portfolios of P/C
companies within the Allianz Group deteriorated, for instance, by more than A4 billion in the
initial days of the attacks, compared to liabilities of A1.5 billion. Possible negative medium-
term effects on the global economy and equity markets might directly impact the companies'
tangible Net Asset Values driving their value further down.1 Additionally, many companies
will also be indirectly impacted through reduced inforce values caused by lower fee levels and
portfolio values respectively.

3. Implications for the investment process and policy of P/C insurance companies

As seen in the analysis in paragraph 2, the damages in¯icted by the attack on the WTC
were substantial when measured by historical standards. Neither the source nor the structure
of the damages had been completely taken into account in pricing the corresponding
insurance cover. The absolute size of the incurred losses, however, was in line with scenario
stress testing of maximum losses, which had been developed for possible natural
catastrophes. Likewise, the losses incurred by insurance companies on the investment side
induced by falling equity prices were within normal model parameters to control investment
risk on the asset side. In fact, both effects were covered by prevailing risk controlling
procedures and had been individually taken into account. However, the combined effect of
these two shocks led to a severe testing of their risk-absorbing capacity for many insurers.
Insurance companies which previously considered themselves well capitalized suddenly felt
vulnerable to simultaneous shocks to their risk absorbing capital from the investment and
underwriting side. With respect to major catastrophes P/C insurers might have to review the

1 The IMF reduced its forecast for the growth rate of the global economy of this year to 2.4 per cent, down from
September estimates of rates of 2.6 per cent.
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prevalent investment assumption to disregard a major relationship between their balance
sheet sides and to restructure their current investment approaches. To this end, the following
paragraphs will discuss presently applied investment procedures and potential new invest-
ment principles.

Traditional investment policy and risk controlling

Whereas the asset allocation decision for life insurance portfolios has strongly been
in¯uenced by systematic Asset Liability Management (ALM), P/C insurance companies
traditionally have optimized their investment portfolios on maximum risk levels and the
assumption of marginal correlation between underwriting and investment risks. The strong
stochastic nature of underwriting risks in the P/C business has been a deterrent to the
development of ALM techniques in this business ®eld so far.2 Especially for the coverage of
natural catastrophe and disaster risk, the actual outcome and therefore liability structure is
unknown and highly unpredictable. As a consequence, the focus has shifted towards a
relatively isolated treatment of underwriting and investment risk, mostly on the implicit
assumption of negligible correlation between those two sources of risk.

The underwriting risk has usually been modelled and controlled using techniques based
on historical information and scenario analysis. Excessive risks have been identi®ed and
dispersed over the industry via reinsurance or Alternative Risk Transfer (ART). The
remaining insurance portfolio risk has been supported by assigning the necessary amount
of capital to guarantee the ful®lment of the insurance obligation.3 The remaining available
risk-absorbing capital was then usually utilized by allocating it towards capital market risk.
The additional (excess) capital available beyond assigned capital, has often been viewed as
free capital to support additional investment risk.

The strategic and tactical asset allocation itself has been based on portfolio optimization
on a broad aggregated level and has been independently carried out by investment
departments, often based on a signi®cantly active investment style. Consequently, in an
insurance industry characterized by excess capital and therefore over-capacity, insurers often
became investment risk seekers to enhance their portfolio returns and support their product
pricing. As a result of steady positive net cash ¯ow projections, the additional risk-taking
attitude was also supported by the impression of an inter-temporal risk-smoothing ability,
decreasing the perceived riskiness particularly of equity investments. Under the assumption
of low correlation between assets and liabilities and positive net cash ¯ow positions, many
P/C insurers increased their investment exposure to capital markets' developments sig-
ni®cantly, often holding large parts of their portfolios in equities or corporate bonds.

Shortcomings of the current investment approach

Potential shortcomings of the previously applied investment philosophy were already
felt by market participants before the events of September 11, but have been revealed in more

2 According to a survey of GCR Capital in 2000, limited personnel resources and missing expertise are also
responsible for the hesitation of insurers to implement ALM systems.

3 Based on the stochastic distribution of potential liabilities and the assigned capital, an expected shortfall
probability can be determined, which can be translated into a ®nancial strength rating. The desired rating is ultimately
a management decision dependent on the business model and customer risk preferences.
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details since then. In a sense, WTC can be seen as a catalyst bringing forward some of the
changes already underway in the investment attitude of P/C insurance companies. The most
striking weakness revealed in the weeks after the WTC attack was the assumption of only
marginal correlation between underwriting and investment risks. Although capital markets
recovered later on, WTC demonstrated that signi®cant insurance events can simultaneously
have dramatic impacts on the performance of capital markets.

This effect is presumably not limited to terrorist attacks. Due to globalization, the world
economy has become highly interconnected with production networks and supply chains
around the world. Extraordinary natural catastrophes might also have the potential to
indirectly disrupt economic activities on a signi®cant global scale, in addition to their direct
damage impact.4 A major earthquake or hurricane in a region with clusters of globally
interconnected businesses (e.g. Silicon Valley, the metropolitan area of Tokyo, or the
semiconductor industry in Taiwan) could potentially have very similar effects on the capital
markets. Being exposed to the residual risk via capital market investments creates the danger
of cumulated risk towards single dramatic events, thereby increasing the probability of ruin.
These risks would not be adequately captured by an independent analysis of underwriting and
investment risks.

Apart from the general correlation between the terror attacks and equity performance,
the market downturn also highlighted a speci®c correlation of single investment exposures
with possible insurance events. The WTC attack revealed that single investments potentially
exhibit a high degree of correlation with insurance losses. Speci®cally, the airline, airport and
(non-life) insurance industries initially lost up to 25 per cent of market value. Due to the
benchmark-oriented investment process of most insurers and limited knowledge about the
possible micro-structure of underwriting risks, those kinds of potential liabilities are usually
not systematically considered in the asset allocation process and individual stock selection. In
the case of WTC, for instance, many insurance investment portfolios had ®nancial holdings in
airlines and other insurance companies, thereby creating even more pronounced cumulated
risk positions. However, this correlation is apparently a general feature for dramatic insurance
losses and has to be taken into account in the investment process.

Finally, the WTC experience shows that in times of severe shock to both investments and
underwriting, the risk absorbing capacity of insurance companies is de facto diminished and
might be insuf®cient to guarantee required solvency restrictions. In fact, solvency has come
under pressure at some insurance companies in the aftermath of WTC. Since the underwriting
business is the core business of insurers based on long-term client relationships and
expectations, the natural reaction for insurance groups would be to reduce risks on the
investment side to guarantee solvency.5 On an industry-wide level, selling activities would
eventually be triggered and embedded in an already distressed market situation with low
liquidity, accelerating an initial market downturn.6

4 Business interruptions already accounted for a major share of the WTC-damages.
5 An example might be the observations on the life insurance sector in various countries where lower markets

induced declining reserves. As a consequence, regulators demanded a lower equity quota forcing some life insurers to
sell off equity investments.

6 In the case of the WTC attack a risk reduction in both areas could perhaps be witnessed. Insurance companies
terminated policies where they felt they had underwritten excessive risk and tried to improve their risk-absorbing
capacity by committing more capital through capital increases. At the same time, there were some indications for
forced liquidation to protect their balance sheet in the last weeks of September.
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Lessons learned: principles for the future investment policy

The overall value proposition of any investment policy for P/C companies is to optimize
capital management by explicitly considering any potential correlation between investments
and underwriting. General principles have already been well established by extensive work on
ALM procedures for life insurance companies.7 Those applications can principally be
transferred to P/C insurance companies. In a general structure, underwriting insurance risk
represents the core competence of an insurance company and should therefore constitute the
starting point for the investment portfolio construction. The structure of the insurance
portfolio yields the necessary risk capital and establishes a transfer portfolio representing the
maturity structure of expected cash out¯ows. Any deviation from the transfer portfolio
represents an ALM mismatch which has to be supported by risk capital that has to be charged
correspondingly. The riskiness of the deviation has to be determined based on possible
correlation between the mismatch and insurance events on the liability side.8

Now, the events of September 11 additionally highlight the danger of cumulated risks
that are not adequately captured with portfolio concepts. To incorporate a potential
investment±underwriting correlation, a scenario-driven approach could be used to allow
for a stress testing of maximum simultaneous losses and to complete a systematic risk
analysis. In other words, scenario techniques that already form the basis for common
maximum probable loss estimates on the insurance side must be extended to the investment
area. Various major insurance events should be tested for correlation on the macro and micro
level. The overall portfolio impact should be computed providing feedback to the investment
policy as well as to the underwriting business:

· On a macro level it is crucial to identify possible insurance events with impacts on assets
and liabilities. Based on stress testing, the combined value at risk should be computed and
tested versus the assigned risk capital. Excessive risk positions have to be eliminated
either on the insurance side through more restrictive underwriting or on the asset side
through a change in the asset allocation with the latter being more ¯exible.

· On a micro level a profound knowledge of cumulated risk has subsequently to be
developed and capital market implications on a sector and single issuer level have to be
calculated. The result should lead to an ALM-based counterparty risk controlling. Sectors
and issuers adversely affected by events which create simultaneously signi®cant
insurance liabilities would require a higher risk charge.9 Consequently, those assets
should be avoided in implementing asset allocation unless they yield an adequate return.
Tailoring the investment process to the results of scenario analysis, an active or index-
based investment approach would then require speci®c restriction incorporated in

7 With its liability-side reasonably predictable, the focus for life insurance companies has been on controlling
the risk of duration mismatch to safeguard the ful®lment of implicitly or explicitly guaranteed interest rates
incorporated in its savings-oriented products. The development of market interest rates versus the interest rates used
for calculating life products is the `̀ natural'' link between assets and liabilities.

8 However, this generic structure has to be augmented to be applicable for P/C companies as the strong
stochastic behaviour of the liabilities allows only for a rough estimation of a transfer portfolio. Presumably, the
relatively uncertain nature of their liabilities is the reason why insurers in the P/C sectors have generally put ALM
techniques into practice to a lesser extent than the life insurance industry: see Cook and Cummins (1994).

9 For example, in the case of WTC the exposure to the airline industry was twofold: in individual cases heavy
underwriting losses were incurred while at the same time airline stocks suffered most in the downturn of the equity
capital markets.
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corresponding investment guidelines. The focus would subsequently shift from an
investment only to an investment-underwriting diversi®cation approach tied to some
direct implications for the investment portfolio structure of P/C companies.

All in all, the stronger than previously assumed correlation of asset and liability risk
implies a lower investment risk absorption capacity. Insurance companies might therefore
react by decreasing the riskiness of their asset portfolios, thereby lowering their expected
returns. The lower pro®tability of the investment side has to be counterbalanced by a higher
contribution from underwriting, necessitating increased insurance premiums as well as
rigorous cost management. By the same token, the share of equity and corporate bond
investments might be reduced in a typical P/C insurance portfolios as these asset classes are
supposed to be more strongly correlated with extreme insurance events. In other words, by
investing in certain equities insurance companies might reacquire the residual damage risk
previously precluded by restrictive underwriting or insurance caps.

There are also signi®cant conclusions to be drawn for counterparty risk controlling. A
broad index-based investment attitude should be augmented by a more elaborated counter-
party risk controlling. Industries and individual securities which reveal the same risk pro®le
as major possible insurance events should be avoided or reduced. For instance, industrial
insurers underwriting substantial risk from single corporates on a global base should rule out
the corresponding securities in its investment process. Active asset management decisions
should therefore be constrained by concrete investment restrictions, since portfolio managers
typically lack the necessary knowledge about potential liabilities.

Generally, insurers have to review their general `̀ risk appetite''. As already mentioned,
in an industry characterized by excess capital insurers have often become active investors in
the capital markets to enhance their portfolio returns. In the theoretical world of ef®cient
capital markets, however, the overall risk position being pursued in the investment process
principally does not impact the generation of value. Any additional investment risk taken by
insurance companies has to be covered by additional capital, which ultimately carries the
performance risk of the investments. Therefore, shareholders will demand an adequate return
for being exposed to the additional risk, which is based on the risk-return characteristics of
similar investment opportunities available to them. In other words, any additional return
generated by more risky investments should normally cover the increased cost of capital of the
company. Consequently, insurers will not enhance their risk-adjusted portfolio returns unless
the rigid theoretical premises of perfect markets are resolved and unless they own distinct
investment capabilities which allow them to outperform the markets. Therefore insurers have
generally to consider carefully whether or not, and in which areas, they have proprietary
investment skills worth exploiting in the capital markets. With respect to major catastrophes
causing severe insurance as well as investment losses, insurers might otherwise consider
reducing the overall risk position of their investment portfolios by decreasing any equity
positions in order to avoid simultaneous investment and underwriting shocks. At the same
time, due to their lower correlation with capital markets, `̀ alternative investments'' as distinct
from asset class (e.g. private equity and real estate) might offer interesting investment
opportunities.10

In the future, a much deeper knowledge about the potential source and impact of

10 Alternative investments, however, might increase liquidity risk. See Babbel and Santomero (1999).
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underwriting risks is needed to derive an optimal investment policy than is often found in the
industry today. Likewise, the overall aim of investment management, to safeguard the
ful®lment of insurance obligations, requires a deeper understanding of the risk structure
underwritten. At the same time, the investment process becomes noticeably more complex as
detailed investment guidelines are necessary to implement the allocation restrictions in a
dynamic environment.

4. Conclusion

With an estimated insured loss of over U.S.$40 billion, the attack on the World Trade
Center is bound to become the largest insured catastrophe for the global insurance industry so
far. With respect to the pure size of the insured losses and the damage composition, including
an unexpected large exposure to interruption of business, the tragedy's aftermath will change
the underwriting and pricing policies for related insurance coverage for years to come.
However, the vulnerabilities revealed in the prevailing business model of P/C insurance
companies might be more far reaching, increasing the potential for substantial consequences
well beyond the pure underwriting of insurance coverage.

The WTC event has revealed a signi®cant correlation between underwriting and
investment risks. At the same time, it is likely that the shortcomings of current investment
procedures that have been indicated are not solely con®ned to terrorist attacks, but could
potentially unfold in other dramatic insurance events as well. The P/C insurance industry has
to develop methodologies for uniting their management decisions for underwriting and
investment that go beyond the typical considerations of interest rate risk. Rather, portfolio
optimization has to include scenario stress testing going beyond historical observations and
combining detailed assessments of underwriting and investment risks. Insurance companies
are thereby forced to de®ne in more detail the amount and structure of investment risks they
are willing to take, while explicitly accounting for underwriting risks.

There are plausiblearguments that these considerations might eventually reduce the `̀ risk
appetite'' of P/C insurers, with potentially far-reaching implications. With respect to the
industry,a lower portionofequity investmentsandcorporatebondsandthereforeahighershare
of governmentbonds could lead to a more regular investment income.However, thiswill havea
potential P&L impact by limiting the ability to counterbalance volatile underwriting results
through the steering of realized investment income. With respect to the capital markets, the
more conservative `̀ risk appetite'' might reduce the overall demand for equity by insurance
companies, thereby potentially changing the composition of the institutional ownership pro®le
in the capital markets, both in general and for speci®c securities.
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